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Woody and Steins tasull :a :
The International =ecticn of tl,e L ;ac :r Fantfyer larcy } ".as
initiated a Video t9pe program e:. be direCted t0 the ;"nited States
and Europe on a regular basis t, cover the spectrum of the
international anti-imperialist revolutionary movement .

lie need

muort iarre equiprdent and T"-aterial than we have accumulated s :
Car, in order to make th": beet use of th ;s revolutionary co=uni eati.zlle . :vdiutr..

Now wP are in t, .e rrecess vi building tip a tape

library for information, resear,7h, arkd distribLt=cn purposes .

.va

would airCe"ly apPrOCiste having some of the tapes yvu :lave
announced in the RADICAL 311-yARC paper .
Specifically, we would like to use this tape :
five min, approx .

Nixon's speech

We don't know whet kind of arrangements nave !o be r .ade
in order for us to receive these tapes, but we really, need
them and you can be sure that they will be put t,) fantastic
use once we receive then^. .

The best thing would be for ycu to

send them to us immediately, anR we can `her. send "u csf :e .of our tapes in exchange . .o fir, we have pr7dueed all o :'
six tapes here and we are already, getting political rapefcussi~r.c .
Tina is of the essence, the faster we get them the faster
we can make core powerful propaganda

?of

t :he

people's revolution

around the world .
in Crier to contact us ., r se, "d ids any tapes, please
use the follori-,g nane A:'" d addrees :
caro'C- P . Ruussoupoics
18, rue rte 1'Odeon
Paris, £e
FRANCE
,i-L [~ .-wGf1 T .. TAE P~BP~

Y,inister of infor~-atior.
K
r_
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MAC
"What is fo rnf t o others
is content to me ."
PAUL

Steina and Woody Vasulka are
VA L

ER

Europeans who have lived and
Y

worked in New Mexico since 1950 .
From their artistic beginnings ax,

respectively, violinist and filmmaker, they have used new technology
cis artistic media. Starting with hand-held video cameras in the late

1960s and continuing to interactive computer technology, the
Vasulkas have consistently moved in counterpoint to the more
"traditional" avant-garde .

f

To date the Vasulkas' work has been discussed almost entirely in

terms of the technological effects and processes which characterize

its internal semantic and syntactic systems. This strategy, or critical
focus, tends to be written in the language of information theory-an

idiom that concentrates on the syntactic aspects of communication,
leaving content to be "just stuff" and in which materiality is largely

bracketed from the equation . While this has been a productive
direction and indeed one encouraged by the artists, it is not the only

aspect of the Vasulkas' work . As their art has evolved over almost
thirty years, the "return of the repressed," of its connections with
other artistic media and aesthetic questions, can now be considered .

The machines themselves are objects, and Woody has emphasized
this quiddity in his works of the last few years, of which The
an example. Created in part from
Los Alamos surplus, it is a tragic acceptance of narrative and history. Woody
(A)ovu)
Woody v,>`kika
grew up in Moravia among the wrecage
TIME/F,ti'FRGY OBJECT5 is37~,
Brotherhood (Table 111) ( 1994) is

Video mill of scan processor effects

and junk-piles of materiel from
World War 11 . Vasulka credits
interest in machines and, to

web of industrial production, surveillance and patriarchy. The
Brotherhood is watching you, and you participate with it as a

"I guess the war had an
overpowering experience . 1
don't think, except video, I've

while constantly acknowledging the messiness of the lived world.
Steina's Alluision (1976) participates in a different way with the

this environment with his

return to the true meaning of
the term, bricolage.'-

had any other overpowering
experience since. . . . Europe was

a junkyard, where we would find great dumps full of war equipment . ..
we could go through them and find the whole anthropolo&ry of war." ;
In her catalogue essay Marita Sturken aptly involves Walter

Benjamin's "angel of history" with its inability to leave the despair of
the lived world.
His face is turned toward the past . Where we perceive a chain of
events, he sees one single catastrophe which keeps piling wreckage upon wreckage and hurls it in front of his feet . . . . lout a storm is
blowing from Paradise . . . . This storm irresistibly propels him into
the future to which his hack is turned, while the pile of debris before

him grows skyward.4
Woody's work has focused increasingly on the gap between the
bracketed and auto-referential experiment of discovering the nature

and implication of digital imagery, and the materiality of the machines

(above)
Steina

ALLVISION i976

Insta11atiwi view detail
(at right)
St eina and WoodyVasulka
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that enable that research . As objects, they too operate in several
discursive realms, from the laying bare of the device to the inevitable

continually re-constituting mutual subject . Woody Vasulka's work
participates in the modernist desire for the auto-referential, the laying
bare, and the search for an axiomatic and foundational structure,

machine-person interaction . During the mid- I970s, the artist began to
explore the mechanical eye, and the ways in which a machine can see

and manipulate its surrounding space. This, too, is a classical modern
concern, developing from the discovery of photography and later,

film . Dziga Vertov named his newsreels Kino-prauda or film-truth, both
to reinforce the political veracity and the ostensible objectivity of the
mechanical representation . 5 Allvision allows this mechanical eye to
be semi-autonomous and, of course, digital. The viewer/participant
engages in a perceptual shift with the artwork whose proper vision
emphasizes the partiality of human vision .
This phenomenological interest is very much at the center of

Steina's subsequent work . While Woody's preoccupations stem from
the worlds of engineering and film, Steina's spring from her training
as a classical violinist. Much of her earlier work, such as Violin Power
(1970-78) explores the interaction of audio and video tracks, a phenomenon proper to electronic media. In works like The West (1983)

the machine vision (of
AlIvision) turned outward
Versus inwards like so
much of Woody's work)
scans the landscape of
New Mexico and hicorpo
rates horizontal drift, a process by which parts of images float across
different monitors in sequence. Horizontal drift has been one of the
techniques with which Steina has incorporated musical structuresor music-like structures-into electronic media. She can layer
information moving at different speeds through the image, much in
the way that an orchestra incorporates many ittstrutnents playing
different notes into a coherent whole.
Steina's work engages with certain tropes in other media, as does
Woody's . The phenomenological aspect of Steina's work is stronger,
due to her engagement with the external visual field . This fosters
confusion between the viewer and the art, not as mutual subject but
as an interdependent perceptual system . Steina has said repeatedly
of her work that its purpose is to shift the consciousness of the
observer, to unsettle received notions of perception . This notion of
changing mindset, then, takes us back to the roots of the video
"movement" of the late 1960s and early 1970s, in which digital
imagery was to be the tool of revolution-decentering political

Sicina

PYRQGLYPHS urea

Simulated installation view

structures, at one and the same time giving the power of the gaze to
all and eradicating its ontological status as the reigning point of view,
The controlling single vantage point was thought to be naturalized
and continually validated by visual training in the conventions of
narrative cinema .
Woody, Steina, and Andres Mannik founded The Kitchen-LATL
(Live Audience Test Laboratory) in 1971 in this spirit. It was to be "an
electronic arts action center" where electronic artists and musicians
could produce, collaborate, and discuss their work in "real time."
Woody describes the atmosphere there:
"We could do avant-garde plays and we could do average trash.
But we had a collective of people . . . who were willing to risk a lot .
So . .. we carried unorthodox approaches as well. To the purists we
were very unpure . At the same time . . . the true established orthodox
avant-garde also found it. . . . So, l must confess, we were very
interested in certain decadent aspects of America at that time-including homosexual theater, rock and roll, and beyond all that.

"We, in fact, enjoyed certain
things that were forbidden to the
true radicals in the sense of purity of
thinking of Buckminster Fuller and
McLuhan . We would be very involved
in the phenomenon of time. And we
could incorporate all those things :
we took a certain interest in that
particular aspect. We motivated (in a
way) an undefined creative milieu .
As you know, it was purely participatory ; people did not paythey advertised themselves .
Even in 1971, therefore, purity was not seen as the only arm of the
utopian revolution in which electronic media were to play a part, The
messiness of "just stuff" had its own rules and apparent chaos which
played counterpoint to the developing research into the characteristics
of machine language and vision. The action lay between the anthropomorphixing of machines and the mechanical and electronic evaluation
of the human being . The cybernetic model for these artists and
scientists was about interaction ; the utopia was to be developed as
well as discovered by man-machine relations described in digital code.
The Vasulkas' refusal to accept simple explanations and views of
the world harks back to their European roots, and to the tragic view
of the "angel of history." There may be no way out of the world, but
exploration into many dimensions with clear description is a way to
learn, and a great comfort .
Just as Woolly has recently confronted the specter of narrativity in
his work, Steina has unabashedly
embraced visual pleasure, that other
demon of narrative cinema, in pieces
such as Borealis (1993) and Pyroglyphs
(1994) . Both tendencies have been considered intrinsic to narrative cinema,
and were to have been rooted out in
objects created with electronic media.

14'nn(ly 479sidka
What electronic media in the hands of
7VE BROTHERHOOD iS19A-9G
the Vasulkas have been able to do to disTABLE III iq94
rupt the power of the cinematographic
Installation view (above)
image is to eradicate dominance of the
Imaile (iI louixi circuitry' (below &nppnsite)
frame through continual point-by-point
modification . The concept of the frame, once again, was at the center
of controversy in the wider art world at the same time that it was being
contested by the new video workers . During the 1960s minimalist
artists like Robert Morris attacked the notions of visual self-sufficiency
and the spatial limitations of the modernist artwork as defined by
critics like Clement Greenberg . Michael Fried, arguing against minimalism, nonetheless accurately defined the terms of the debate in the
phenomenology of Maurice Merleau-Ponty . 7- Both groups of artists
argued in terms of the subjective response to a given work of art, but
for the modernist, the mark of quality was the immediate apprehension of the painting (usually) while for
the minimalist . the alternative mark of
interest was the kinesthetic as well as
visual responses over time to the (usually) sculpture . With cries of "theatrical*st,! r
ity" Fried attacked the minimalist artists
with destroying the autonomy of the art
object as well as with anti-transcendent
aesthetics . The ideal modernist work
should, according to him, be transcendent, summed up in the article's final

WORK S
phrase, "Presentness is grace." The Vasulkas and their contemporaries
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1976
arcuit video installation
ilent
;cameras, 4 video monitors, mirrored

explored similar terrain in electronic media, but without denying-

VISION

in fact celebrating-the technical apparatus and its own
phenomenological limitations .

Steina and Woody Vasulka have

helped to chart the course of both
art and science over the last three

decades by their relentless investiga-

tions into and creations with electronic

media and their material supports . They
have withstood the test of time and the
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er-driven opto/electro/mechanical
ructions
1994
um table, 5 screens, computer,
disc, videodisc player, video projector,
i
atic control system, optical beampli r, 2 custom lights, midi box, audio
am er, microphone and drum=module,
amplifier, 2 audiospeakers .
to
s rk is operated with software by
and was produced with:the
-`~ .bf.Bruce Hamilton .
'.of the artist

Museum of New Mexico is
delighted to be able to
host our friends and

neighbors, the Vasulkas .
ALINE BRANDALIER
CURATOR OF CONTEMPORARY ART

3 . LOSLIka .' 3tcina-Muchrne Vision, Woody-Ihscnprians Albright.
Knox Gallery- 13uflalu, New York 1978 . Curated by Linda Cathcart .
4 . Walter 13eujamirL'I heses oil the Philosophy of history' in
lihlnnaaiinrm (New York : Sch(wken l3coks, 1969] pp . 257-218 cited
in Nlarita Sturken, - In Dialogue with the Mac hine,"Sreina drill
Wnrxly 14m uiAa . V+chine Media. (San Fr, ncisco :
San Francisco Museum of Nloderrl Art, E396) N. 41
5 . A position that lie was to undo sonle ten years later in
:110+1 with 0 ,41ocie Camera.
6 . In Cat hcart . p, 32

THE BROTHERHOOD 1994-96
computer-driven opto/electro/mechanical
constructions
Table 1; 496
ted plotting table, computers, video
as, three video projectors, three
cr s, stepper motors, dynamic
rvj tion/screen pbs4tigner
is, rk is operated with software by
u ~Gritao and was produced with the
ce of Bruce Hamilton .
y of the artist

~ROrHERHOOD

creativity, intelligence, and chance .
The Museum of Fine Arts of the

2 . 11ricolage, a41ic11 mran, literally -t in kerink' in Fretic11is used :IS a technical term in strucluralist anthrnpnlogy
and literary criticism . First used in Ibis context by
Claude lky'-Strauss- it refers to ad 11u[ systems of atealling
and in congislenI layerings of those meanings.

Woody Vasulka

Vasulka

fashions of art by stubbornness,

1 . For [liscussinns of the avant-garde see, for example,
Peter f36rgur Theory of lht, Avard-Garde. Unrversitc of
Uinnesn1a 1'rcss (Wnneapolis) 1984 . passim
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THEATER OF HYBRID

/sound I
color, sound
tubular steel frame
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music

and is operate wit
lurtesy of the artist
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S1993
'el video and 4-charnel sound installation
and (10-minute cycle)
"cent screens, 2 video projectors,
2 v eodiscs, 2 videodisc players, 2 mirror
splitters, synchronizer, 2-audio- .
amplifiers, 4 audio speakers 2 projector
tables with mirror holders.
Courtesy of the artist
5teina and Woody Vasulka
VIDEO PROGRAM
3 laser discs with player
San Francisco Museum of Modern Art

'r . NJ ichael Fried 'Art and flbjecthood,- ArN- vin, Summer, 1467THIS SHOW WAS ORGANIZED BY ROBERT RILEY AND MARITA STURKEN
FOR THE SAN FRANCISCO MUSEUM OF MODERN ART .

COVERS : STEINA AND WDGOY VASULKA, NEW YORK CITY, 1970 MATRIX, 19712-72 . VIDEO STILL DETAIL ;
THE EIROTHERHOOD . TAQLE 1, 1994 . COMPUTER GENERATED IMAGERY ; BLACK PANTHER LETTER, 1971
DESIGN . MICHAEL SUMMER

